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PRESS RELEASE

Cabinet “U” handles for the standardised 19“- Rack Frame 
made of steel, aluminium and stainless steel

News from Ganter in Furtwangen 

Ganter, makers of standard machine elements, have enlarged their 
product range by adding cabinet “U” handles for the 
standardised 19” - Rack Frame .

The 19” system for drawer boxes has become today’s standard. 
The boxes hold withdrawable units with a height of 44.45 mm 
 (1 6/8”) and multiples thereof.

The following hole spacings for cabinet “U” handles have become 
generally accepted (U = height unit):

1U = 43 mm hole spacing 
2U = 55 mm hole spacing 
3U = 88 mm hole spacing 
4U = 120 mm hole spacing 
5U = 180 mm hole spacing 
6U = 235 mm hole spacing

For these 19” drawers Ganter offers the GN 425, GN 425.6, GN 
427 and GN 427.5 cabinet “U” handles for a wide variety of diffe-
rent uses.

The GN 425 cabinet “U” handles cover a wide range of different 
types and models. They are supplied in plastic-coated, chromed, 
burnished steel or in corrosion-resistant stainless steel.

A stainless steel design version is available for all areas with high 
exposure to corrosive and/or chemical factors (wet areas, food 
industry, medical engineering, chemical plants).

Washer disks (in stainless steel for stainless steel handles) are enc-
losed for a perfect seat of the handles, particularly in the event of 
large holes in the cabinet.

The GN 427 and GN 427.5 cabinet “U” handles are made of drawn 
profile sections, with the GN 427 cabinet “U” handles made of 
plastic-coated or anodised aluminium and the GN 427.5 cabinet 
“U” handles made of stainless steel. Both standard elements are 
suitable for higher loads.

The manufacturing process (bending) allows the production of 
special lengths in relatively small unit quantities. 

Find out more in the internet at www.ganter-griff.com

several „u“ handles for 19“ drawers
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3U rackmount system with GN 425 handles


